Summary of July 2017 Topic: Vestibular Rehab in Concussion

Dizziness is a common symptom following concussion, according to one abstract occurrence rates are 67-77%. Imbalance, dizziness, visual and vestibular impairments were possible risk factors for prolonged recovery or worse outcomes following concussion.

The abstracts, including a systematic review, investigated whether vestibular therapy would reduce recovery time, improve outcomes, and is effective in the concussion population.

Overall, the research is limited in quality and breadth but suggest that vestibular therapy can be effective in treating this patient population.

The abstracts highlight that testing for vestibular impairments is warranted in the assessment of individuals with concussion. It is also recommended to treat those specific vestibular impairments. The abstracts also found that additional high-quality research is needed to better determine the efficacy of vestibular intervention in concussion management.

Summary of August 2017 Topic: Relaxation/meditation Strategies for Balance & Vestibular Treatment

Abstracts in August looked at possible relaxation and meditation strategies that could be useful in persons with vestibular disorders. While the research is more limited in these treatment options, the abstracts showed possible interventions that may be beneficial.

The first abstract confirmed that Interdisciplinary treatment improves patient coping, functionality, and satisfaction and decreases overall health care utilization in vestibular patients (1). Breathing techniques were shown to be beneficial in two of the abstracts provided. The results suggest that regulation of the breathing pattern may have an influence on disability related to chronic vestibular disease, while proprioception exercises may improve postural control (2). It was found that diaphragmatic breathing subjects, compared to those in the control group, displayed significantly greater heart rate variability and reported feeling less motion sickness during exposure to the virtual reality experience than those in the control group (5).

Yoga practice can significantly reduce cognitive motor interference, which improves balance, by improving allocation and utilization of attentional resources for both balance control and executive cognitive functioning; thus, resulting in better performance under dual task conditions (3).

Finally, a study suggested mindfulness practice can promote effective heart rate regulation, and thereby promote effective recovery after a stressful event for individuals with headache conditions. Moreover, headache conditions may be associated with dysregulated stress recovery, thus more research is needed on the cardiovascular health and stress resilience of headache sufferers (4).
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Summary of September 2017 Topic: Meniere's Disease

The September topic was Meniere's disease and the selected articles aimed to provide evidence to support clinical presentation of Meniere's disease.

One article assessed whether endolymphatic cavity enlargement could be detected in T2 weighted MRI and therefore used to indicate endolymphatic hydrops and confirm a diagnosis Meniere's Disease. The study found that subjects with Meniere's Disease had a statistically significant increased endolymphatic cavity size compared to controls. Therefore, the current protocols using T2 MRI of the temporal bone can be used to help diagnose Meniere's Disease. (2)

Another article used MRI to measure endolymphatic hydrops in order to differentiate between Meniere's Disease and Vestibular Migraine diagnoses. Meniere's Disease showed significant endolymphatic hydrops via 3D-real-IR MRI but not in subjects with Vestibular Migraine. Therefore, this type of MRI can be helpful to rule in/rule out Meniere's Disease or Vestibular Migraine. This is especially useful because the clinical vestibular presentation of the two diagnoses can be similar. (1)

The final study aimed to examine the role of the vestibular system's influence on postural hemodynamics through examination of patients with Meniere's Disease who experience syncope. The study reinforced the function of vestibular system on circulation regulation via the vestibular sympathetic reflex. (3)

These articles support proper diagnosis and therefore appropriate treatment of patients with Meniere's Disease.
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Summary of October 2017 Topic: Pain and the Vestibular System

These past month’s abstracts looked at the link between the vestibular system and pain. In the first abstract a specific link between the two was discussed. There are remarkable parallel neurochemical phenotypes for inner ear and trigeminal ganglion cells and these afferent channels appear to converge in shared central pathways for vestibular and nociceptive information processing. These pathways share expression of receptors targeted by anti-migraine drugs (1).

The second abstract assessed the incidence of vestibular dysfunction in patients receiving medication for chronic, noncancer pain or other underlying neurologic disorders and to determined associated follow-up therapeutic and diagnostic recommendations. It was found that patients being treated with medications for chronic, noncancer pain or other underlying neurologic disorders may have a higher-than-average incidence of vestibular dysfunction. Baseline assessment and monitoring of the vestibular apparatus may be indicated for these patients (2). Another study determined whether patients with fibromyalgia, compared to age-matched healthy controls, have differences in dynamic posturography, including sensory, motor, and limits of stability despite having a normal clinical neurological examination (3).

A final study sought to determine if reduced head-on-trunk movement alters VOR suppression and gaze accuracy similar to experiments involving normal subjects and if intentionally increasing head and neck movement affects these dynamics. In patients with chronic neck pain, the internal commands issued for combined eye-head movements have large enough amplitudes to create accurate gaze saccades; however, because of increased neck stiffness and viscosity, the head movements produced are smaller, slower, longer, and more delayed than they should be. VOR suppression is disproportionate to the size of the actual gaze saccades because sensory feedback signals from neck proprioceptors are non-veridical, likely due to prolonged coactivation of cervical muscles. The outcome of these changes in eye-head kinematics is head-on-trunk stability at the expense of gaze accuracy. In the absence of vestibular loss, the practical consequences may be dizziness in the short term and imbalance and falls in the long term (4).
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Summary of November 2017: Whiplash Associated Disorder (WAD)

The November Topic was Whiplash Associated Disorder (WAD). The five articles ranged in focus including oculomotor control, cervical spine proprioception, dizziness, and balance. Common to all of the articles was that the subjects had a whiplash injury.

One systematic review examined oculomotor control after whiplash injury. Overall the results varied but a main finding was that compensatory eye movements were common, especially in smooth pursuits. Based on this finding, it was proposed that this could negatively affect head and eye coordination. (1)

Four articles looked at the efficacy of physical therapy on reducing symptoms from WAD. The first suggested that neck exercises including a behavioral approach could reduce pain, dizziness and improve balance compared to just performing neck exercises. However, this intervention did not resolve these impairments fully. The authors suggested that the effect of specific exercises for the neck, dizziness and balance should be studied. (2)

An article examined the effect of vestibular physical therapy on neck pain and cervical spine range of motion. Vestibular therapy did not decrease pain intensity nor improve range of motion but it clearly did not worsen either of these. (4) Another article examined the potential benefits of vestibular physical therapy on balance and self-perceived dizziness and balance handicap, using the Dizziness Handicap Inventory. Both of these measures improved after six weeks of vestibular PT. (5)

Finally, an article summarized that known mechanisms for dizziness, imbalance, impaired oculomotor control, cervical spine proprioception exists due to cervical afferent dysfunction following a whiplash injury. This article recommended the examination and targeted treatment of these impairments. (3)

Overall, these articles verify the association between dizziness, imbalance and visual disturbances following a whiplash injury and suggest that targeted assessment and treatment of these impairments is important in the rehabilitation of these patients.
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Summary of December 2017: Motion Sensitivity

Motion sickness is a common disturbance occurring in healthy people as a physiological response to exposure to motion stimuli that are unexpected on the basis of previous experience. The motion can be either real, and therefore perceived by the vestibular system, or illusory, as in the case of visual illusion. A multitude of studies has been performed in the last decades, substantiating different nauseogenic stimuli, studying their specific characteristics, proposing unifying theories, and testing possible countermeasures (1).

One study sought to look at the relationship between migraine and motion sickness. Migraine is associated with enhanced motion sickness susceptibility and can cause episodic vertigo, but the mechanisms relating migraine to these vestibular symptoms remain unclear. In this study a hypothesis was tested that the central integration of rotational cues (from the semicircular canals) and gravitational cues (from the otolith organs) is abnormal in migraine patients. They found eye movement responses in Vestibular Migraine patients differed from migraine and normal subjects in three ways: the VOR axis shifts were larger in Vestibular Migraine patients, the normalized axis shift and normalized dumping efficacy were not correlated in VM patients, and the residual conflict in Vestibular Migraine patients was positively correlated with motion sickness susceptibility (2).

Another study compared the rates of carsickness in patients with Vestibular Migraine, Non-vestibular migraine, and Meniere's disease. Overall, 78.4% of the Vestibular Migraine patients had experienced carsickness in their lifetime. 89.2% of the 'definite Vestibular Migraine' patients, and 70.5% of the 'probably Vestibular Migraine' patients had a history of carsickness compared to 43.6% of the Non-Vestibular Migraine patients, and 18.2% of the Meniere's patients. Among the patients who had experienced carsickness, most had experienced carsickness in childhood before the onset of Vestibular Migraine, Non-Vestibular Migraine, or Meniere's disease (3).

For more information the first abstract has a full text with many other studies cited for further review: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4753518/
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Summary of January 2018: Psychological Disorders and Vestibular Dysfunction

January's five abstracts were on the topic of psychological disorders and vestibular dysfunction. One article looked at the correlation of patients with vestibular dysfunction and psychological disorders. This article found that about 20% of this patient population had significant psychological distress, depression and anxiety. The author's conclusion was that consideration of psychological evaluation is warranted in this population. (3)

Another article concluded that vestibular therapy with patients with psychological disorders is warranted and successful. However, these patients may not have as good of outcomes compared to those without psychological disorders. (1) An abstract examined the anxiety and depression severity of patients with acute and chronic dizziness. This article found that patients with chronic dizziness had significantly more anxiety and depression with correlated with a higher emotional subscale of the Dizziness Handicap Inventory. Based on their findings they hypothesized that emotional status may prolong recovery from dizziness. (4)

The next abstract looked at the correlation of anxiety and migraine and found that patients with vestibular migraines had increased anxiety compared to migraines without vertigo. (2) Lastly, an article studied patients with mild brain injury and to see if the post-concussive symptoms could be predicted based on psychological factors assessed by standardized testing. This article found that only affective symptoms could be reliably predicted by psychological factors but postconcussive symptoms of vestibular, somatic, anxiety, depression nor cognitive could not be predicted in this way. (5)

These articles highlight the close connection between vestibular disorders and psychological status and should be assessed by clinicians and appropriately addressed for optimal outcomes.
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Summary of February 2018: Persistent Postural-Perceptual Dizziness (PPPD)

Persistent postural-perceptual dizziness (PPPD) is a newly defined diagnostic syndrome that unifies key features of chronic subjective dizziness, phobic postural vertigo and related disorders. It describes a common chronic dysfunction of the vestibular system and brain that produces persistent dizziness, non-spinning vertigo and/or unsteadiness. Once recognised, PPPD can be managed with effective communication and tailored treatment strategies, including specialised physical therapy (vestibular rehabilitation), serotonergic medications and cognitive-behavioural therapy (1).

The second abstract discussed the diagnostic criteria for PPPD. PPPD manifests with one or more symptoms of dizziness, unsteadiness, or non-spinning vertigo that are present on most days for three months or more and are exacerbated by upright posture, active or passive movement, and exposure to moving or complex visual stimuli. PPPD may be precipitated by conditions that disrupt balance or cause vertigo, unsteadiness, or dizziness, including peripheral or central vestibular disorders, other medical illnesses, or psychological distress. PPPD may be present alone or co-exist with other conditions (2).

Patients with PPPD also show significantly lower mean scores than normal individuals on conditions 2-6 of the Sensory Organization Test and the composite, and lower than patients recovered from an acute vestibular syndrome on conditions 2-3. Recovered patients had significantly lower mean scores than normal individuals on conditions 4-6 and the composite. Patients with PPPD had the greatest likelihood of abnormal sensory analyses (3).

Recent physiologic and neuroimaging data suggest that greater reliance on visual cues for postural control and dysfunction in central visuo-vestibular networks may be important pathophysiologic mechanisms underlying PPPD. Dysfunctions are thought to involve insular regions that encode recognition of the visual effects of motion in the gravitational field. This final abstract tested for altered activity in vestibular and visual cortices during self-motion simulation. For patients with PPPD, difficulties using visual data to discern the effects of gravity on self-motion may adversely affect balance control, particularly for individuals who simultaneously rely too heavily on visual stimuli. In addition, increased activity in the visual cortex, which correlated with severity of dizziness handicap, may be a neural correlate of visual dependence (4).
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Summary of March 2018 Topic: CSM Recap

There were four articles highlighting topics presented at CSM 2018. The first article describes a framework for clinical decision making in the acute setting. TiTrATE is an algorithm for assessing dizziness based on timing, triggers, targeted exam and tests. The goal of TiTrATE is to optimize accurate diagnoses. (1)

The next article addressed the question: Should youth who have sustained a concussion always be symptom free prior to returning to sport? The article established occurrence rates of symptoms such as excessive fatigue, headache and anxiety in the youth general population. The goal was to examine if youth who have who have sustained a concussion might have symptoms that occur typically post-concussion even at baseline. This study established that youth in general have do have post-concussion type symptoms at baseline; therefore, it is not necessarily true that concussed youth should be symptom free prior to return to sport. (2)

The next was a systematic review, included 14 articles, looking at the potential benefits of treating posterior canal BPPV with multiple sessions as well as multiple Epley maneuvers in a single session. The rate of success increased to 100% after 5 sessions and success increased from 84% with one repositioning to 92% after 3 were performed in a single session. Overall, repeating the Epley at least twice and multiple sessions achieved the greatest benefit. (3)

The final article looked at the use of Maddox rod test to assess cyclotorsion. The study demonstrated the subjective test may have a high level of assessor and subject error and results could misinform the clinician's clinical decision making. (4)
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Summary of April 2018: Exercise, Physical Activity and the Vestibular System

The benefits of exercise physical activity are widely known. This past month's abstracts sought to look at how physical activity may affect the vestibular system.

The first abstract looked at the effect of exercise in migraines. The aim of the study was to investigate the efficacy and possible anti-inflammatory benefits of exercise in patients with vestibular migraine. They found the group undergoing exercise training showed significant symptomatic improvement and demonstrated suppressed antioxidant enzyme activity (1).

The second abstract compared the effects of galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) on postural control for participants of different physical activity status - active and non-active. The main results indicated that the regular practice of sports activities counteracts postural control disruption caused by GVS. The active group demonstrated better postural control than the non-active group when subjected to higher vestibular manipulation. The study concluded active participants could identify the relevant sensory input, thought a better central integration, which enables them to switch faster between sensory inputs (2).

Another abstract investigated the relationships between motion sickness susceptibility (MSS) in adulthood and physical and sporting activities (PSA). Subjects having practiced a sport before the age of 18 have less MSS than the other subjects. By practicing PSA, subjects are less dependent on visual input and use vestibular afferences better (3).

The final abstract study aimed to evaluate physical activity-related benefit on vestibular function. They concluded starting physical activity has immediate beneficial effects on the vestibule, in terms of vestibular stimulation mechanisms these effects soon disappear if this activity is stopped (4).


Summary of May 2018: Topic: Visual Considerations in Vestibular Rehabilitation

The May topic was visual considerations in vestibular rehabilitation. The first article developed the Pediatric Visually Induced Dizziness Questionnaire (PVID) to measure the visually induced dizziness in children. Nearly 300 subjects were included, healthy subjects and those with vestibular or migraine disorders. The PVID was found to be a valid measure to identify visually induced vertigo. (1)

The next article examined the connection between migraine and convergence insufficiency. Four cases were used to highlight this connection in cases where patients with migraines reported difficultly reading and persistent eye strain; convergence insufficiency may have played a role. (2)

Next, the study sought information from the Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) that could indicate a prolonged recovery post-concussion in youth. Based on a retrospective chart review of 167 patients, all VOMS domains except convergence and accommodation deficits were associated with prolonged recovery. It was proposed that the VOMS could be used to help prognosticate recovery in addition to quantify deficits. (3)

The next article aimed to use visual examination as a biomarker for the presence of concussion. Patients with concussion were compared to healthy controls. Average constriction velocity (ACV), average dilation velocity (ADV) and near point convergence were found to significantly affected in those with acute concussion and therefore could be used to help diagnose the presence of concussion. (4)

The final article looked at the role of contrast lighting in the adaptation of the VOR. They found that adaptation was optimized when using a contrast threshold of ~ 1000 during VOR retraining. They note that this optimal level of contrast is far greater than what typical room light provides. (5)

Summary of June 2018 Topic: Migraine

This past month's studies focused various symptoms associated with migraine and the effects vestibular rehabilitation can have on those symptoms, as well as other disorders associated with migraine. The first study aimed to compare the effects of vestibular rehabilitation on headache and other outcomes relating to dizziness, and the psychological factors in patients with vestibular migraine, patients with dizziness and tension-type headache, and patients without headache. Vestibular rehabilitation contributed to improvement of headache both in patients with vestibular migraine and patients with dizziness and tension-type headache, in addition to improvement of dizziness and psychological factors (1).

The aim of the second study was to compare anxiety disorders in 3 groups: patients with vestibular migraine (VM), patients with migraine but without vertigo (MO) and healthy controls (HC). The study showed that VM patients are significantly more anxious and agoraphobic than MO patients and HC, displaying higher sensitivity to separation and being more prone to seeking medical reassurance (2).

Recent studies have looked at the response of patients with Mal de Debarquement Syndrome (MdDS) to management with migraine prophylaxis, including lifestyle changes and medical therapy. One study found that management of MdDS as vestibular migraine can improve patients' symptoms and increase the quality of life. In addition, nearly all the patients suffering from MdDS had a personal or family history of migraine headaches or had signs or symptoms suggestive of atypical migraine (3).

Currently, there are no known definitive diagnostic tests that can reliably distinguish between Meniere's Disease and Vestibular Migraines, their differentiation is often difficult. Future studies are needed to help adequately distinguish the diagnosis of both diseases (4).

Summary of July 2018 Topic: Unilateral Vestibular Hypofunction

The topic for July was unilateral vestibular hypofunction. The first article sought to assess the efficacy of vestibular rehabilitation with this patient population. The authors performed a systematic review including 39 articles representing over 2000 patients with unilateral vestibular hypofunction. The evidence was compelling that vestibular rehabilitation is effective in managing patients with unilateral vestibular hypofunction. (1)

The next article looked at the testing to diagnose hypofunction. It compared caloric testing, the historical gold standard, to video head impulse test (vHIT). 324 patients with unilateral hypofunction were given caloric and vHIT. 12% had an abnormal vHIT while 35% had an abnormal caloric testing. A positive vHIT had a high positive predictive value of an abnormal caloric test. Therefore, the vHIT does not replace caloric testing but is a good clinical test for screening of unilateral hypofunction. (2)

The next article aimed to gain information about the functional differences between those with unilateral or bilateral hypofunction and those who did not. 24 subjects were tracked in their gait patterns and eye gaze during stair climbing and descending. Patients with hypofunction looked more at the structure, ie- stairs or ramp. (3)

The final study examined gait mechanic differences between those with unilateral vestibular hypofunction and healthy subjects. Subjects walked on a treadmill with over 30 joint position sensors. The hypofunction group had a wider step width and decreased stability. (4)


Summary of August 2018 Topic: Optometric Examination

This past month's abstracts covered topics related to eye movements that maybe helpful in determining vestibular pathology during examination.

Skew deviation can be defined as vertical misalignment of the eyes that does not map to any of cyclovertical muscles, in association with neurologic symptoms and signs and with posterior fossa lesion.
It is commonly caused by ischemia of the posterior paramedian pons, medial thalamus, or cerebellum. When the vestibular nuclei are involved, skew deviation may occur with acute vestibular syndrome. (1).

In addition to a skew deviation, ocular tilt reaction (OTR) may be present and involves the triad of ocular torsion, skew deviation, and head tilt. Ipsiversive OTR components associated with hearing loss can be early diagnostic signs of anterior inferior cerebellar artery infarction (2).

A review of literature published from January 2016 to August 2017, looked at nystagmus in clinical practice. A structured description of nystagmus including its three-dimensional beating direction, trigger factors, and duration is of major importance. The differential diagnosis of downbeat nystagmus is broad and includes acute intoxications, neurodegenerative disorders and cerebrovascular causes amongst others. In patients with positional nystagmus, the distinction between frequent benign peripheral and rare but dangerous central causes is imperative (3).

Finally, the use of video head impulse test (vHIT) gains and corrective saccades (CSs) at the acute and follow-up stages of vestibular neuritis were assessed. The abnormal rates based on both vHIT gains and CS measurements are similar at the acute stage of VN but are considerably higher at the follow-up stage compared with the abnormal rates based on vHIT gains alone. It is thus advisable to check both CS and vHIT gain while performing vHIT to detect vestibular hypofunction (4).


Summary of September 2018 Topic: Vestibular Paroxysmia

The September abstracts’ topic was vestibular paroxysmia (VP). One article outlines the diagnostic criteria for VP which requires: ten or episodes vertigo lasting less than 1 minute; stereotyped phenomenology; response to carbamazepine/oxcarbazepine; and not accounted for by another diagnosis. Important diagnostic differentials include Meniere’s disease, vestibular migraine, BPPV, stroke, fistula and others. The criteria for probable VP was also described. (2)

Another article described the clinical presentation of 3 pediatrics with VP. Nystagmus can be observed during an episode and MRI may reveal compression. VP Should be considered in pediatrics with multiple brief daily episodes of vertigo. (3)
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The first article summarized the treatment of VP which primarily is medication, carbamazepine or similar. There are other medication classes available if the above mentioned is not successful. If the symptoms do not respond to medication, a decompression surgery is available to relieve the pressure of the 8th cranial nerve most commonly caused by a loop of the anterior inferior cerebellar artery. Surgery is reserved for intractable cases. (1)

The final article was a study to evaluate the efficacy of oxcarbazepine with a RCT, 18 patients included. The medication group had a significant reduction in episodes and no adverse side effects were revealed. (4)


Summary of October 2018 Topic: ICVR Recap
See the Fall Winter Newsletter

Summary of November 2018 Topic: vHIT
The first article was a review of the literature regarding the video head impulse test (vHIT). The review included 27 articles. One finding is that the video HIT is more sensitive than the clinical head impulse test (cHIT). If the vHIT is negative, caloric testing should be performed to rule out a hypofunction. All canals should be tested in an attempt to isolate the weakness.

The next study aimed to compare the results of vHIT and caloric testing in adolescents. 49 subjects were included in the prospective study, average age was 16. All participants underwent bi-thermal caloric testing with air and vHIT on the same day. Calorics were normal in all cases. 84% had abnormal vHIT and approximately 1/3 of these had multiple canal involvement, of these all had the same ear affected. Posterior canal was most commonly affected. vHIT is a good test for adolescents and children and provides useful information.

The main objective of the next study was to assess if a relationship exists between vHIT and self-reported dizziness. Secondary goal included comparing the vHIT to caloric testing. 115 participants filled
out the Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI) and had caloric and vHIT testing on the same day. It was determined that the DHI could not be used to predict outcomes of vHIT. The study also showed that vHIT and caloric testing are not redundant but instead complimentary, providing different functional integrity information of the horizontal canal. The vHIT lacks some sensitivity compared to calorics but is easier for the patient to tolerate and takes less time to complete.

Summary of December 2018 Topic: Concussion

December abstracts looked at the role of the vestibular system in concussion, various baseline measurements and their relationship to one another, and also explored the idea of being symptom free before starting a return to play protocol.

The assessment and treatment of sport-related concussion (SRC) often requires a multifaceted approach. Vestibular dysfunction represents an important profile of symptoms and pathology following SRC, with high prevalence and association with prolonged recovery. The most common vestibular disturbances after SRC include benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, vestibulo-ocular reflex impairment, visual motion sensitivity, and balance impairment. When vestibular dysfunction is identified, there is emerging support for applying targeted vestibular rehabilitation to manage this condition. (1)

In the next study there was a focus on the physiological signs of concussion to help narrow the differential diagnosis of PCS in athletes. The physiological effects of exercise on concussion are especially important for athletes. Some athletes with PCS have exercise intolerance that may result from altered control of cerebral blood flow. Systematic evaluation of exercise tolerance combined with a physical examination of the neurologic, visual, cervical, and vestibular systems can in many cases identify one or more treatable postconcussion disorders. (2)

Collegiate varsity athletes participated in study to assess relationships between various concussion baseline assessments including a demographic questionnaire, graded symptom checklist, neurocognitive assessment, and the Sensory Organization Test (SOT). Reaction time and executive function demonstrated significant relationships with SOT balance performance. These cognitive processes may influence athletes’ ability to organize and process higher order information and generate appropriate responses to changes in their environment, with respect to balance and injury risk. (3)

After a concussion, guidelines emphasize that an athlete should be asymptomatic before starting a return-to-play protocol. However, many concussion symptoms are nonspecific and may be present in individuals without concussion. Limited evidence exists regarding the presence of "typical" or preinjury (baseline) symptoms in child and youth athletes. Children and youths commonly experienced symptoms
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at baseline, including fatigue and nervousness. (4)


Summary of January 2019 Topic: Complementary therapies for balance disorders and management of anxiety

The first article looked at the effect of Tai Chi on balance. This study compared balance outcome measures including Berg, TUG, Functional Reach, 50-foot walk test, 5x sit to stand and ABC. Some then participated in Tai Chi while others in the study did not. Those who performed Tai Chi improved on most of the measures and the control group did not. The average age of participants was 80 years and the Tai Chi program was 16 weeks long. The study concludes that Tai Chi can improve mobility, balance and function, however the n was only 16. (1)

Next, a systematic review was performed to evaluate the effect of Tai Chi on risk of falling. Overall Tai Chi was found to decrease risk of falls especially as the frequency of exercise increased. (2)

Lastly, a review of practice of yoga with or without mindfulness practice was examined based on its effect on stress as measured by physiologic parameters such as BP, HR, cortisol levels. The findings were that practice including postures and yoga poses had a regulating effect on sympathetic nervous system. (3)

Summary of February 2019 Topic: Pediatric Concussion

Sport-related concussion (SRC) is a major public health problem. Approximately 90% of SRCs in high school athletes are transient; symptoms recover to baseline within 1 week. However, a small percentage of patients remain symptomatic several months after injury, with a condition known as postconcussion syndrome (PCS). Multiple studies this past month discussed risk factors for prolonged recovery. Vision and vestibular-related deficits are common after concussion and are associated with prolonged recovery times, substantially impacting the quality of life for children. Vestibular rehabilitation in children with concussion is associated with improvement in symptoms as well as visuovestibular performance (1).

The second abstract discussed clinical variables associated with vestibulo-ocular dysfunction (VOD) detected at initial consultation among pediatric patients. Out of 306 subjects, 30.1% of those with acute SRC (65.0% male, mean age 13.9 years) and 43.0% of those with PCS (41.9% male, mean age 15.4 years) met the criteria for VOD at initial consultation. Independent predictors of VOD at initial consultation included female sex, preinjury history of depression, posttraumatic amnesia, and presence of dizziness, blurred vision, or difficulty focusing at the time of injury. Independent predictors of PCS among patients with acute SRC included the presence of VOD at initial consultation, preinjury history of depression, and posttraumatic amnesia at the time of injury.

They also discussed that VOD at initial consultation is associated with prolonged recovery (2).

Another study showed among youth with SRC, risk for development of PCS was higher in those with a personal and/or family history of mood disorders, other psychiatric illness, and migraine (3).

Finally, ADHD was shown to be an antecedent risk factor for SRC and may contribute to a more complicated course of recovery from SRC (4).

Summary of March 2019 Topic: Vestibular Impairments with Thiamine Deficiency

The topic for Abstract of the Week in March 2019 is vestibular impairments with thiamine deficiency. The first article reviewed literature to identify oculomotor signs presence prior to onset of encephalopathy due to thiamine deficiency. Decreased horizontal vestibular ocular reflex, horizontal nystagmus, and ophthamlopareisis may occur prior to encephalopathy and may respond to medical treatment of the thiamine deficiency. (1)

Next, a case study was done to examine VHIT and manual HIT in a patient with known thiamine deficiency. The horizontal VOR was decreased and improved with thiamine supplementation. (2)

Lastly, a retrospective study of patients with Wernicke's encephalopathy (WE) was done. Peripheral and central vestibular impairments were identified including gaze evoked nystagmus, ataxia and impaired head impulse testing, specifically involving the horizontal semi-circular canals due to medial vestibular nuclei neurons susceptibility to thiamine deficiency, were prevalent. Therefore, VHIT is useful in examining for suspected WE. (3)


Summary of April 2019 Topic: Biobehavioral Aspects of Vestibular Rehab

Anxiety is strongly associated with vestibular disorders; however, there is a lack of understanding about how physiotherapists respond to people presenting with anxiety within vestibular rehabilitation. This study aimed to explore physiotherapists' current practice in assessing and treating patients with anxiety in vestibular rehabilitation. Ten Physiotherapists in this study requested tailored training and guidance to enhance their ability to manage patients with anxiety more effectively in vestibular rehabilitation (1).

The next abstract evaluated the evidence for psychological treatments for persistent postconcussion symptoms following mild traumatic brain injury. Counselling or cognitive behaviour therapy have the most support but the evidence remains limited. The best results are seen when postconcussion programs use counselling or cognitive behaviour therapy and are targetted for people with an increased risk of persistent symptoms (2).

The association between depression and benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) remains debated. Another study aimed to investigate the risk of BPPV in patients with depressive disorders and found that
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patients with depressive disorders may have an increased risk of developing BPPV, especially those who have hyperthyroidism and systemic lupus erythematosus (3).

Lastly, it is known that dizziness is frequently encountered in medical practice, often takes a chronic course, and can impair the health-related quality of life (HRQoL). However, results on the extent of this impairment of HRQoL are mixed. 203 patients were evaluated for this using the SF-36. Both the physical (PCS-36) and mental (MCS-36) HRQoL are significantly impaired in patients with dizziness. While the impairment in PCS-36 can be explained by clinical symptoms of the dizziness, MCS-36 impairment is largely associated with psychosocial factors. To improve the patient’s overall well-being significantly and permanently doctors have to keep in mind both, the clinical symptoms and the psychosocial factors. Therefore, in addition to the physical examination doctors should integrate a basic psychological examination into the daily routine with dizziness patients (4).


Summary of May 2019 Topic: Vestibular Schwannoma

The topic for May was Vestibular Schwannoma. The first article looked at the functional effect of persons with vestibular schwannoma who were managed conservatively, without surgery etc. Several balance measures showed inferior balance and mobility of the group with vestibular schwannoma. Despite this variance those with schwannoma still had a low fall risk and supports monitoring this population with balance outcome measures. (1)

The next article examined the efficacy of diagnosis of unilateral vestibular schwannoma using both vHIT and caloric testing. 20/30 subjects with diagnosed vestibular schwannoma demonstrated a hypofunction via calorics but only 10/30 had an abnormal gain indicating a unilateral hypofunction using the vHIT. (2)

The next article evaluated the type of schwannoma’s effect on vestibular function. The larger cystic tumors had more of a negative impact on gain. (3)

The final article assessed saccades via a PR score, measure of scatter and refixation of saccades, before and after surgical resection of 36 patients with vestibular schwannomas. Patients with worse pre-op
dysfunction had faster compensation after surgery. PR score could be used to evaluate recovery post-op. (4)


Summary of June 2019 Topic: Visual Dependency in Vestibular Disorders

Visual dependence in postural control, often measured by increased postural sway on exposure to visual motion, is an indication of altered visual-vestibular integration with greater weighting towards visual cues for balance. In the first study the relationship between visual dependence in postural control was investigated in relation to cortisol reactivity to psychosocial stress (using the Trier Social Stress Test for groups: TSST-G), as an index of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis function, in healthy young females. In those who exhibited a cortisol response, a negative relationship between stress-induced cortisol reactivity and visual dependence in postural control was observed, since those with the largest cortisol response showed less visual motion induced postural sway (1).

A second study found long-term prognosis after vestibular neuritis is not dependent on the magnitude of the peripheral residual damage. Instead, a combination of visuovestibular psychophysical factors (visual dependence), psychological traits and dysfunctional vestibular perception are relevant. Several functional and structural neuroimaging changes develop after vestibular neuritis, which reflect and underlie the aforementioned psychophysiological and psychological features (2).

Visual dependence can often be present in a patient, although little, if any, measurable pathology is present. Although at times it cannot be accurately measured with either standardized testing or pertinent questionnaires, "hypersensitive" patients have a genuine disease and their symptoms are not of psychiatric origin (3).
The degree to which a person relies on visual stimuli for spatial orientation is termed visual dependency (VD). VD is considered a perceptual trait or cognitive style influenced by psychological factors and mediated by central reweighting of the sensory inputs involved in spatial orientation. VD is often measured with the rod-and-disk test, in which participants align a central rod to the subjective visual vertical (SVV). A final study looked to see what effect torsional nystagmic eye movements may have on individual performance. Using caloric ear irrigation, 3D video-oculography, and the rod-and-disk test, we show that caloric torsional nystagmus modulates measures of VD and demonstrate that increases in tilt after irrigation are positively correlated with changes in ocular torsional eye movements. These findings show that measures of VD can be influenced by oculomotor responses induced by caloric stimulation. The findings are of significance for clinical studies, as they indicate that VD, which often increases in vestibular disorders, is modulated not only by changes in cognitive style but also by eye movements, in particular nystagmus (4).


Summary of July 2019 Topic: Vestibulotoxicity

The first article summarized the effects of aminoglycoside otoxicity including symptoms of ataxia, disequilibrium and oscillopsia. This article also presented the risk factors for developing vestibulotoxicity and the possible dosing implications. (1)

This next was a systematic review that examined the prevalence and the types of adverse effects of aminoglycoside (AG) in order to determine which vestibular tests are best for identifying vestibulotoxicity. 27 studies were included in the review, finding vestibulotoxic side effects ranging from 0 to 60%. Authors hypothesize that VHIT and vestibular evoked myogenic potential are likely better tests for early identification of vestibulotoxicity as AG effects hairs cells more. They recommend more prospective studies. (2)
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The next was a descriptive article examining the effects of AG on 71 patients. The authors suggest that monitoring vestibulotoxicity is essential in this patient population. (3)

The final article was a review that examined the effects of platinum based chemotherapy on the vestibular system. The effect on the horizontal canal as determined by caloric testing was 0-50% across the studies. The conclusion of the review is that platinum based chemotherapy may pose a significant risk for vestibulotoxicity especially cisplatinum and with serial exposure and should be further studied and considered as an adverse effect. (4)


Summary of August 2019 Topic: Motion Sickness

Motion sickness (MS) is evoked by the conflict among somatosensory, visual, and vestibular input. Last month’s abstracts explored possible treatment options for this.

The first study explored the different vestibular physiologic response retention patterns after Coriolis acceleration training in student pilots and extend the results for use with Chinese astronauts in the future. All subjects were exposed to five-day continuous or intermittent Coriolis acceleration training. Retention of the vestibulo-autonomic reaction after vestibular training was different for control subjects and student pilots. Uncoupling patterns between post-rotatory nystagmus and the vestibulo-autonomic reaction may be helpful in the design of clinical rehabilitation plans for balance-disorder patients and for exploration of artificial gravity in future space missions (1).

Virtual reality (VR) immersion often provokes subjective discomfort and postural instability, so called VR sickness. Using transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), we aimed to investigate whether VR sickness could be relieved by the modulation of cortical excitability in the temporoparietal junction (TPJ). The amelioration of VR sickness was found by anodal tDCS over the right TPJ and might result from relief of the sensory conflict and/or facilitation of vestibular function (2).

A third study investigated the effects of TENS on MS. Motion sickness symptoms, blood pressure (BP), skin temperature, heart rate (HR), and heart rate variability (HRV) were measured. Saliva samples were...
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collected to analyze the level of stress markers. Cognitive function was evaluated with d2 test prior to and after MS provocation. Sympathetic activity increased but parasympathetic activity decreased during MS. TENS was effective in reducing MS symptoms as well as alleviating cognitive impairment (3).

Pitch head-and-trunk movements during constant velocity rotation are a provocative vestibular stimulus that produces vertigo and nausea. When exposed to this stimulus repeatedly, motion sickness symptoms diminish as the subjects habituate. Acetylleucine is a drug that is used to treat acute vestibular vertigo. In this study, we wanted to ascertain whether this drug (a) lessened motion sickness or delayed habituation; (b) accelerated the recovery following habituation; and (c) whether changes in the subjective vertical accompanied habituation. Acetylleucine neither reduced the nausea associated with this provocative stimulus, nor hastened the acquisition or retention of vestibular habituation of motion sickness and nystagmus but did find. Subjects showed larger error in the subjective visual vertical after habituation, which indicates that spatial orientation is also affected by vestibular training (4).


Summary of September 2019 Topic: Back to Basics of Vestibular Therapy

The first article looked at a sample of elderly adults with vestibular impairments, n=57. This retrospective study found vestibular therapy delivered 10 sessions, 2x/week, had a significant positive change on balance, function and dizziness as measured by TUG, gait speed and DHI. (1)

The next article divided 33 healthy adults into 3 groups: 1) no training (control), 2) visual feedback weight shift training (WST) coupled with an active horizontal headshake (HS) activity to elicit a vestibular perturbation, 3) visual feedback WST without HS (NoHS). Six sessions were performed 2x/day every other day, (M-W-F). The Sensory Organization Test (SOT) was performed before and after the treatments. Significant changes in the SOT were found with use of visual feedback training suggesting sensory reweighting adaptation had occurred with the training. (2)
The third study examined residual dizziness and imbalance following repositioning treatment for BPPV. This study was experimental, prospective, randomized, controlled study, n=32, to examine the effects of vestibular therapy on this patient's with BPPV. The subjects were randomly assigned to 2 groups, 1) control group (n=15) performing only repositioning 2) experimental group (n=17) performing the maneuvers and vestibular rehabilitation exercises. The subjects were followed for 6 months and the subjects who were treated with therapy beyond repositioning had significantly decreased dizziness with decrease reoccurrence of BPPV. (3)

The final article examined the relationship between benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) and anxiety and assess its association with somatic amplification and health anxiety. 120 subjects were included, 60 with BPPV and 60 healthy (non-BPPV). The Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), Short Health Anxiety Inventory (SHAI), and Somatosensory Amplification Scale (SSAS) questionnaires were used. Those in the BPPV group had higher anxiety scores than healthy participants, though the levels of anxiety were normal. The authors suggest that monitoring psychological health may help prevent chronic dizziness. (4)


Summary of October 2019 Topic: Neural Correlates of Dizziness

It is currently unclear how different brain regions/networks process vestibular information and integrate the information into a unified spatial percept related to somatosensory awareness and whether people with recurrent balance complaints have a neural signature as a trait affecting their development of chronic symptoms of vertigo. By using resting state source localized electroencephalography in non-vertiginous state, electrophysiological changes in activity and functional connectivity of 23 patients with balance complaints are analyzed and compared to healthy subjects. The analyses showed increased alpha2 activity within the posterior cingulate cortex and the precuneus/cuneus and reduced beta3 and gamma activity within the pregenual and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex for the subjects with
balance complaints. The study showed that these patients have a neural signature or trait that makes them prone to developing chronic balance problems (1).

In the second abstract using event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study they investigated how the brain of patients with bilateral vestibular failure (BVF) responds to vestibular stimuli. Using whole brain analysis, group comparisons revealed increased brain activity in early visual cortices (V3) and superior temporal gyrus of patients but there was no significant interaction, i.e. stimulus-response function in these regions were still similar in both groups. Brain activity in these regions during (high)GVS increased with higher dizziness-related handicap scores but was not related to the degree of vestibular impairment or disease duration. The data indicate that perceptible GVS-related cortical responsivity is not diminished but increased in multisensory (visual-vestibular) cortical regions despite bilateral failure of the peripheral vestibular organ (2).

Vestibular patients occasionally report aggravation or triggering of their symptoms by visual stimuli, which is called visually induced dizziness (VID). After using a resting state fMRI scan they found alterations in the visual and vestibular cortical network in VID patients that could underlie the typical VID symptoms such as a worsening of their vestibular symptoms when being exposed to challenging visual stimuli(3).

Finally a group of six studies that strictly met inclusion criteria were analysed to assess cortical-subcortical correlates of acute clinical features related to VN. The present review clearly reveals that sudden UVF may induce a wide variety of cortical and subcortical responses - with changes in different sensory modules - as a result of acute plasticity in the central nervous system (4).

Summary of November 2019 Topic: Vestibular Hypofunction

The topic for November's abstracts was Vestibular Hypofunction. The first article was intended to examine the optimal timing for performing dynamic visual acuity (DVA) interventions in those with unilateral hypofunction. DVA protocols were provided for 30 min twice per week for 4 weeks. There were 3 groups that followed this protocol but start times were 2 weeks after onset, 3 weeks and after 1 month after onset of hypofunction. The study demonstrated that earlier intervention had better DVA and aVOR recovery and decreased compensatory saccades. (1)

The next abstract examined whether covert saccades help to maintain dynamic visual acuity in those with bilateral vestibular loss. Frequency, latency, consistency of covert saccade initiation, and gain of covert saccades, residual vestibulo-ocular reflex gain were recorded. No correlation was found between residual vestibulo-ocular reflex gain and dynamic visual acuity. Refixation (covert saccades) were found to improve gaze stability in individuals with bilateral hypofunction and support targeted training in these individuals. (2)

The final article was a case report looking at VOR adaptation after 6 months training in an individual with chronic unilateral vestibular hypofunction, 2 years after onset. The subject performed 15 min/day of incremental VOR adaptation (IVA) with an at home device. The VOR adapted substantially, the patient had subjectively less symptoms and participated more in activities. This case study supports further research of the IVA training in chronic unilateral vestibular hypofunction population. (3)


Summary of December 2019 Topic: The Effect of Vision on VOR

The topic for December Abstracts was the effect of vision on VOR. The first article looked at the effect of target distance on VOR. 5 different target distances were assessed ranging from 10 cm to 150cm in 18 healthy subjects using vHIT. In these subjects, the gain was significantly increased with the closer target distance. Then 10 subjects were tested in the dark and imagined varying distances. These subjects followed a similar pattern. Therefore, closer targets increases gain. (1)

The next article investigated if convergence increases the gain during when irrigated with cold water, intentionally inducing unilateral hyposensitvity. Their experiments showed that convergence (near
viewing) increases the VOR gain during irrigation (hyposensitivity) compared to far viewing, which is the same as without irrigation. Therefore, cold irrigation does not stop the peripheral vestibular pathway. (2)

The goal of the final article was to examine the role of visual impairment and correction on VOR gain. There were 3 groups: 1- refractory error corrected with glasses, 2- refractory error corrected with and 3- no visual impairment. vHIT was used to assess VOR gain. There was no significant difference found between groups or within groups (amount of gain correlated to amount of refractory error). Therefore, no correction of refractory error is required for training VOR. (3)


Summary of January 2020 Topic: BPPV Recurrence

The first study examined recurrence rate and timeline of BPPV. There were two treatment groups randomly assigned to either performing Particle Repositioning Maneuver (PRM) or Brandt Daroff (BD) exercise. 80% of the PRM group had a negative Dix Hall Pike test at 1 week after treatment, opposed to only 25% in the BD group. Of the both groups there was ~35% recurrence rate at 48 months but the time to recurrence was significantly longer in the PRM group. (1)

The second article looked at recurrence rate of BPPV after repositioning. The study included 455 subjects with BPPV, the majority had posterior canal. Telephone follow up revealed a ~11% recurrence rate within 3 years with the highest recurrence occurring in the 51-60 year old demographic. The recurrence of posterior canal and horizontal canal was similar. (2)

The 3rd study aimed to determine if previous canal involvement could be used to predict future canal involvement. For example if the patient initially had R posterior canal BPPV, what is the likelihood that their next occurrence would also be in the R posterior canal? This information could then be used to recommend a home exercise program and subsequent occurrences. The study looked at data from 167 patients and found that recurrences could not be predicted, therefore making a recommendation for home repositioning for a recurrence would likely not be effective. (3)
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The final study looked at whether a daily canal reposition procedure (CRP) could prevent recurrence of BPPV. 39 subjects with posterior BPPV were included in the study. 17 performed a daily CRP and 22 in the control group did not. The subjects were followed for 2 years and 41% of the all subjects had a recurrence but there was not significant difference between recurrence rate and onset of symptoms between those who performed CRP and those who did not. The authors concluded that a home program will not affect recurrence of posterior canal. (4)


Summary of February 2020 Topic: Vestibular Migraine

The topic for February AoW was Vestibular Migraine. The first article aimed to look at migraine associated features in vestibular migraine. 279 subjects with known vestibular migraine in Europe were observed. The average age of migraine onset was nearly 22 years old. The headaches were less than 24 hours in nearly 80% of the cases. Common symptoms were (in order of highest frequency to lowest) nausea, phonophobia, photophobia, vomiting and lightheadedness. Approximately ¼ experienced auras. There was a high familial connection, 67%. Compared to patients with migraine, the vestibular migraine group had a shorter duration of headaches. (1)

The second article performed a review of the literature to summarize the clinical features of vestibular migraine. The authors found a variety of vestibular symptoms can occur and often more than one does. These symptoms can be transient or persistent and include vertigo and dizziness which are often accompanied by headache. Other migraine type features include auditory symptoms, phonophobia, osmophobia and visual aura. Anxiety is commonly found with vestibular migraine. Abortive treatments include triptans, vestibular suppressants or anti-nausea medications. Other migraine prophylaxis are useful as well such as antiepileptics, beta blockers and anti-depressants. Diagnosis is made by linking the vestibular and migraine features and treatment is multifactorial including migraine prevention and lifestyle modification as well as treating co-morbidities. (2)
The next article used a questionnaire to examine 252 subjects with vestibular migraine. The features of vertigo, accompanying symptoms, familial history, and migraine precursors were the focus of the study. Age of onset of migraine average was 23 but the average age of onset of vertigo was 38. Over ¾ of the subjects reported internal vertigo and ¼ described external vertigo. Approximately half of subjects had vertigo lasting less than 1 hours with 23% of all subjects reporting vertigo lasting less than 5 min. The other half of subjects had symptoms lasting between 1hr and up to 3 days. Only a few subjects had vertigo symptoms lasting longer than 3 days. The next most common symptom was nausea followed by photophobia, phonophobia, vomiting, palpitations, tinnitus, ear fullness and 4% experienced hearing loss. 70% of all subjects had a known family history of migraines and 67% had a known family history of vertigo. 42% had motion sickness in youth, a migraine pre-cursor indicating that motion sickness may be predictive of migraine later in life. (3)

The final article reviewed vestibular migraine management, specifically the effects of physical therapy (PT) on vestibular symptoms. Six articles were included and they were inconclusive in demonstrating the effects of PT to minimize vestibular symptoms in patients with VM. The authors recommend more studies, specifically blinded, RTCs. (4)


Summary of March 2020 Topic: Telehealth and Vestibular Rehab

Summary of April 2020 Topic: Telehealth and Vestibular Rehab
May 2020 Topic: Bilateral vestibular Summary of Dysfunction and Cochlear Implant

The topic for May was bilateral vestibular dysfunction and cochlear implant. In the first article, 119 patients with bilateral vestibular loss were studied to determine factors related to falling. The cohort was divided into 2 groups, non-fallers and fallers as defined as >/= 1 fall in past 12 months. Only DHI score >47 amd PSQ >27.5 were found to loosely correlate with fall risk. Other data collected were caloric testing, rotarty chair, vHIT, cVEMP, and hearing function but did not predict falls, nor did age, cause of vestibular loss or duration of loss. (1)

The next article aimed to quantify dizziness in 20 subjects with cochlear implant. Overall the testing found low subjective dizziness per the VRBQ and balance was good per ABC and FGA scores but gait speed was abnormal as well as gaze instability and specifically poor performance on SOT condition 5. The conclusions of the authors were that patients should all participate in vestibular rehab given vestibular impairments post cochlear implant. (2)

The third article revealed a new pattern of bilateral hypofunction, bilateral posterior canal dysfunction, as it now can be detected by the vHIT. This was a retrospective study which found this dysfunction most common in the elderly, idiopathic and frequently accompanied by sensorineural hearing loss and posterior downbeat nystagmus with the chief complaint of unstable gait.


Summary of June 2020 Topic: Meniere's Disease

This past month, the abstracts focused on updated treatment for Meniere's disease.

The aim of the first abstract was to investigate current treatment practices and self-reported effectiveness in Ménière's disease. Twenty-four different treatments were reported for Ménière's disease, with dietary modifications, diuretics, and betahistine being the most common. Despite many treatment approaches targeting different proposed pathophysiology for Ménière's disease, all treatments are reported as effective by patients. Intratympanic gentamicin provided the greatest
reductions in vertigo count, functional limitations, and work absenteeism, as well as the fewest respondents reporting post-treatment functional limitations (1).

The second abstract compared the efficacy of intratympanic gentamicin injection on vertigo control, drop attacks, and functional level in Menière's disease patients with and without a history of migraine. They found intratympanic gentamicin appears equally effective in treating vertigo and drop attacks in Menière's disease with and without migraine, but patients with migraine derive significantly less benefit in terms of functional improvement (2).

The next abstract evaluated the change in quality of life (QOL) of patients with Meniere's disease (MD) after treatment with migraine prophylaxis therapy. The Majority of MD patients who had all failed diuretic therapy responded positively to medications used for migraine prophylaxis, as indicated by a significant improvement in QOL. This study may further suggest a correlation between the pathophysiologic basis of disease in MD and vestibular migraine. Patients with MD may be successfully managed with medications intended to treat migraine (3).

In the final abstract the authors discussed that the etiology of both MD and migraine is likely multifactorial, further exploration of the association between the two conditions may illuminate how to best manage them in the future. MD is likely a manifestation of cochleovestibular migraine, which occurs as a result of migraine related changes in both the cochlea and vestibule (4).


Summary of July 2020 Topic: Suppression Head Impulse Paradigm (SHIMP)

The topic for the Abstract of the Week for the month of July was Suppression Head Impulse Paradigm (SHIMP), a test that may reveal information about the function of the canal rather than the dysfunction. The first article was a retrospective study including 15 patients that were diagnosed with a unilateral vestibular neuritis. The study included an exam of the vestibulo-saccadic interaction to determine recovery of these patients and peered this information as useful. (1)
The next study aimed to compare SHIMP and Head Impulse Paradigm (HIPM) testing feasibility in adolescents. 29 subjects healthy subjects were tested. During the HIPM, no saccades were seen, consistent with no abnormal function. SHIMP revealed saccades in all subjects. The conclusion was that theses testing methods are feasible. (2)

Another study examined the parameters of the HIPM and SHIMP tests. Subjects with vestibular neuritis were tested and found to have compensatory saccades with the HIPM on the affective sides and no saccades on the unaffected side. SHIMP exam showed saccades on the unaffected side and no or weak saccades on the affected side. The conclusion was that SHIMP can evaluate residual vestibular function or compensation in patients with vestibular neuritis. (3)

The final study also aimed to compare the results of HIPM and SHIMP in patients with acute vestibular neuritis (AVN). A retrospective study of 21 patients with AVN tests were reviewed. The results revealed a correlation between SHIMP & HIPM with SHIMP gain being lower than HIPM and the difference was larger on the affected side. The peak saccadic velocity (PSV) had significant correlation with canal paresis. The authors concluded suggests that SHIMP could be a useful complimentary test in evaluating vestibular function. (4)


Summary of August 2020 Topic: Postural Threat Influences in Vestibular Function

Standing balance is significantly influenced by postural threat. While this effect has been well established, the underlying mechanisms of the effect are less understood. The first abstract investigated how vestibulo-spinal reflexes (VSRs) and vestibulo-ocular reflexes (VORs) measured through vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) and video head impulse test (vHIT) outcomes, respectively, are modulated during standing under conditions of increased postural threat. VEMP amplitudes and horizontal and vertical vHIT gains all increased with standing on high surface height conditions. Changes in VEMP amplitudes as well as horizontal vHIT gains were correlated with changes in electrodermal activity. VEMP amplitude also positively correlated with fear. The findings...
provide support for a potential central modulation of the vestibular nucleus complex through excitatory inputs from neural centers involved in processing fear, anxiety, arousal, and vigilance (1).

The second abstract examined the effect of threat of perturbation, a different form of postural threat, on coupling (cross-correlation, coherence, and gain) of the vestibulo-muscular relationship. In the "No-Threat" conditions, participants stood quietly on a stable surface. In the "Threat" condition, participants' balance was threatened with unpredictable mediolateral support surface tilts. Surface EMG was recorded from bilateral trunk, hip, and leg muscles. Hip and leg muscles exhibited significant increases in peak cross-correlation amplitudes, coherence, and gain in the Threat condition compared with No-Threat conditions, and significant correlations were observed between threat-related changes in physiological arousal and medium-latency peak cross-correlation amplitude in medial gastrocnemius (2).

The third study repeatedly exposed individuals to height-induced postural threat to determine if reducing the emotional response to threat influences standing balance control. When initially threatened, individuals leaned backward and demonstrated smaller amplitude and higher frequency of COP adjustments; these balance outcomes did not change following repeated threat exposure. Only high frequency COP oscillations (>1.8 Hz) and ankle muscle co-contraction showed any adaptation; regression analyses showed that these behavioural adaptations were accounted for by a combination of emotional and cognitive state changes. This suggests that some threat-induced standing balance changes are more closely linked with the emotional response to threat than others, and are therefore amendable to intervention (3).

Postural threat, known to increase balance-related fear and anxiety, influences vestibular gains during quiet standing in young healthy adults. The final abstract examined whether there is a similar relationship for peripheral unilateral vestibular loss (UVL) patients in comparison to age-matched healthy controls (HC).
By testing subjects center of foot pressure and 90% ranges for angle amplitude and velocity for trunk sway, they provide evidence for a differential effect of height induced postural threat on balance control between UVLs and HCs presumably due to the reduced vestibular-spinal gain in UVL subjects (4).

Summary of September 2020 Topic: COVID-19 Neurologic Implications

The topic for Abstract of the Week for September was Neurologic Implications of COVID-19. One article sought to review the literature on clinical otorhinolaryngological presentations due to COVID-19. The main symptoms found were cough, sore throat, shortness of breath. Other symptoms included runny nose, congestion, dizziness and decreased sense of smell. In younger population upper respiratory symptoms were common especially initially when COVID testing could still be negative. Therefore, otolaryngologists should wear proper PPE when examining patients. (1)

The next two articles also reviewed the literature for neurologic symptoms associated with COVID-19. Neurologic symptoms include: headache, dizziness, convulsions and cerebrovascular disease. (3) The systematic review included 61 articles and included 51 articles in the meta-analysis. Smell impairment occurred in 35%, taste impairment in 33%, 19% muscle pain, 12% headache, 10% low back pain, 10% dizziness, 3% cerebrovascular disease and 2% impaired consciousness of patients. Both studies were performed to increase awareness of clinicians treating patients with COVID-19 of these neurologic symptoms and facilitate early diagnosis and treatment. (4)

The final article examined the satisfaction of patients receiving therapy via telehealth across many diagnoses. 205 participants were surveyed about their experiences with overall satisfaction ranging from 93-99% for patient centered outcomes and 86% valued the ability to have telehealth in the future. The pandemic has allowed for widespread use of telehealth which patients value. This is evidence for lawmakers that telehealth should be a benefit extended beyond the pandemic. (2)

Locomotion involves complex combinations of translational and rotational head movements. The first study investigated horizontal and vertical angular VOR (aVOR) and linear gaze stabilization (lGS) as well as compensation for linear head movements by angular counter rotation of the head during treadmill walking and running at different velocities (0.4 to 2.4 m/s) while fixating either a close (0.5 m) or distant (2.0 m) target. In the horizontal plane, the aVOR predominated throughout all locomotor speeds, whereas the compensation of linear translations was highly variable and generally insufficient. In contrast, in the vertical plane, eye and angular head motion steadily became more in phase with increasing locomotor speed, which served to optimize linear motion compensation. Thus, horizontal and vertical gaze stabilization strategies appear to be considerably different (1).

In lower vertebrates, gaze stabilization during locomotion is at least partially driven by a direct coupling of spinal locomotor commands with extraocular motor signals. The present study thus investigated whether changes in eye-head coordination during human locomotion can be explained by concurrent changes in head movements. Potential correlations between aVOR performance and HMP were analyzed in dependence of locomotor speed and gait cycle phase. They found that the vertical aVOR appears to be suppressed during faster walking and running, whereas at the same time, the predictability of resultant head movements increases. This suggests that during stereotyped human locomotion, internal feed-forward commands supplement or even suppress sensory feedback to mediate gaze stabilization in the vertical plane.

The final study sought to develop a novel sensor-based system to investigate dynamic visual acuity (DVA), walking trajectory, head and trunk movements and the chest-pelvis rotation ratio during forward and backward overground walking in both healthy individuals and patients with vestibular hypofunction. It was demonstrated that individuals with Bilateral Vestibular Hypofunction (BVH) had significant impairments in walking posture and gaze stability using a novel DVA device combined with motion capture. This evaluation may provide detailed and precise information about difficulties patients encounter in their daily lives.

Summary of November 2020 Topic: Current Concepts in Concussion

The topic for Abstract of the week was current concepts in concussion as it relates to vestibular therapy. The first article looked at single and dual task TUG and tandem gait performance in pediatrics with concussion. There were 23 subjects with concussion and 27 controls. All participants performed the protocol twice, average of 10 days later. TUG times were slower in the concussion group in both single and dual task conditions in both first and follow up assessments. Symptoms were significantly worse compared to the control group in the first testing only. Single task tests improved greater than dual task tests and the authors hypothesized that the cognitive component required for dual task execution is delaying improvement. (1)

The next article sought to quantify postural sway in youth with concussion about 7 days after concussion and compared this group to healthy controls. A sensor was used to measure various aspects of sway during single and dual task activities. Significant difference in sway were found between the groups. The goal of the study was to determine if postural sway could be used to classify the severity of concussion. Given the significant differences between the groups, the authors concluded that further research is needed to continue to study which aspects of postural sway are most significant to those with concussion. (2)


Summary of December 2020 Topic: Cognitive Behavior Therapy and Vestibular Therapy for Persistent Dizziness

The December topic for abstract of the week was cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and vestibular therapy in treating dizzy patients. The first article proposed that studying combining CBT and vestibular rehab (VR) could be effective in treating dizziness, function and quality of life of people with dizziness. The authors designed a study protocol for future research. The study design proposed was a randomized control trial with 125 subjects from Norway that had been dizzy at least 3 months. The intervention group into treatment group with VR and CBT for 8 sessions or control group with 1 vestibular therapy session. (1)

The next article examined if multiple types of therapy are effective in treating Persistent postural perceptual dizziness (PPPD). The study was retrospective and examined 657 medical records of patients...
with PPPD and somatic diagnosis. The study showed that patients with PPPD benefit from multiple types of therapies. (2)

The final study examined the long-term efficacy of therapy on treatment of PPPD. 27 patients underwent a treatment program of acceptance and commitment therapy in combination with vestibular therapy 1x/week for 6 weeks. The scores on the Dizziness Handicap Inventory 6 months after treatment. After 6 months, 40% had scores \( <14/100 \) (remission) and 59% had a reduction in score \( >18 \). 74% had achieved either remission or reduction in score classified as a treatment effect. Therefore, the authors concluded that combined therapy is possible and may have a long term effect but randomized control studies are needed. (3)


Summary of January 2021 Topic: Central Vestibular Disorders

The January topic for abstract of the week was Central Vestibular Dysfunction. The first article looked to examine the structural changes and cortical morphometric features that are associated with migraine and vertigo attacks in patients who have VM. There were 20 patients with VM and 20 normal volunteers who were scanned on an MRI scanner, and their grey matter volume was estimated. The results showed that VM patients have decreased gray matter volume in the prefrontal cortex, posterior insula-operculum regions, inferior parietal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus. This demonstrates that there are abnormalities in the central vestibular cortex, and there is a linkage between VM and grey matter volume showing that there is a pathophysiological role in these regions in VM patients. (1)

The next article looked at resting state fMRI to look at the changing brain function in patients with persistent postural perceptual dizziness (PPPD). There were 38 patients with PPPD and 38 healthy patients who we compared this data to and also used a machine learning algorithm to classify subjects using the results from the resting state fMRI. The results showed that patients with PPPD showed reduced connectivity in the areas involved in multisensory vestibular processing and spatial cognition, but increased connectivity in areas linking visual and emotional processing. The algorithm showed that
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dizziness handicap, anxiety, and depression all showed connections in clinically meaningful brain regions. This further shows that connectivity patterns could possibly become a biomarker of PPPD. (2)

The next article looked to examine the treatment of vestibular stimulation in the learning deficits of kids with ASD who are minimally verbal. The researchers conducted a randomized controlled trial with 36 children, 18 of which had ASD and the other 18 were typically developed children. All of the children were trained using a visual-motor Serial-Reaction-Time sequence-learning task in 10 short weekly practice sessions, and a group of children received VS prior to each training session. All of the participants showed reaction time improvement with speed gains, and the VS group showed much larger speed gains compared to those who didn’t receive the stimulation and compared to those in the typical development group. The study showed that VS has a positive effect on learning in minimally verbal ASD children. (3)

The last article looked to examine the interaction between the vestibular system and processing and modulating pain. The study looked to use virtual reality to cue the vestibular system using visual cues in interacting with pain. There were 24 healthy volunteers who were placed in a virtual room that appeared to have 5 different degrees of rotation. The results showed that rotating a scenario changed the participants’ pain thresholds. This shows that vestibular information that is present in static visual cues can modulate acute pain and that there is research that shows that the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems all interact with each other. (4)


Summary of February 2021 Topic: Dizziness and COVID -19

The Abstract of the Week February Topic was dizziness and COVID-19. The first article sought out literature to document the incidence of dizziness with COVID-19. They found 14 articles including 3 case reports and 11 studies of patients citing dizziness or vertigo as a symptom. However, the majority of these articles only noted dizziness as a symptom and did not detail if it was treated or the specific cause of the dizziness ie- labyrinthitis or stroke. The authors emphasize that dizziness is a significant symptom of COVID-19 and should be evaluated by ENT and follow up treatment recommended. (1)
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The next article sought to describe the neuro-ophtalmological presentation of coronaviruses. A review of the literature was performed revealing infrequent eye involvement with coronavirus. The most common was viral conjunctivitis but neuro-ophtalmological symptoms included headache, ocular pain, visual disturbances, double vision, cranial nerve palsies, Guillain Barre, encephalitis and nystagmus. The authors recommended that neuro-ophtalmological findings should be evaluated. (2)

The final study sought to describe the neurologic presentation of patients with COVID-19 and other coronaviruses. A systematic review revealed seven studies, a total of 409 patients. The prevalence of neurologic manifestations ranged 17-36%. The most common neurologic finding was headache (16.8%) followed by dizziness (13.9%). The other main neurologic findings were altered consciousness, vomiting, epileptic crisis, neuralgia, hypoxic encephalopathy, acute cerebrovascular disease. (3)


Summary of March Topic - General Vestibular Knowledge

The March topic for abstract of the week was General Vestibular Knowledge. The first review looked into the everchanging and range of the topic of vertigo. It examined how previous understanding of “unexplained” dizziness in the elderly is changing, looked into the pathophysiology of vestibular migraine and its relationship to “persistent postural perceptual dizziness”, and discussed how an oculomotor assessment may help identify vestibular presentations of stroke. (1)

The next article looked into vestibular dysfunction and differentiating between peripheral dysfunction vs central dysfunction. To distinguish the two, a full and comprehensive physical examination must be done, and a full history must be obtained from the patient. Once determined if peripheral or central, this will determine the therapeutic approach. The article looked to review different aspects such as history, physical examination, evaluation, epidemiology, differential diagnosis, treatment, complications, and critical points to improve the identification of vestibular dysfunction and differentiating peripheral from central dysfunction. (2)

The next article conducted a literature search examining the current classification and treatment for peripheral, central, and functional vestibular vertigo syndromes. It found that there are internationally accepted diagnostic criteria for BPPV, Menière’s disease, bilateral vestibulopathy, vestibular paroxysmia,
and functional dizziness. There are many different treatments for these different pathologies such as: balance is for bilateral vestibulopathy, oxcarbazepine is for vestibular paroxysmia, and vestibular rehabilitation and cognitive behavioral therapy for functional dizziness. This article shows how diagnostically assessing vestibular syndromes has progressed to being much easier now compared to before, but there is still more research that needs to be done when it comes to the treatment of some vestibular syndromes. (3)

The last article looked into the overall role of the vestibular system and how its numerous complex structures and pathways contribute to our sense of proprioception and equilibrium. The central aspect of the vestibular system contains the neural pathways that are responsible for responding to afferent input from the peripheral vestibular system to provide efferent signals to produce our vestibular system reflexes. There is also data that shows the vestibular system plays a role in consciousness where dysfunctions in the system can cause cognitive deficits related to memory, learning, and navigation. (4)


Summary of April Topic: Exploring Relationship Between Dizziness & Pain

The first article ran 2 studies to examine the relationship between dizziness/vestibular disorders and other medical conditions. The first study sampled 49 patients seeking medical care for balance and dizziness and provided them with a questionnaire about dizziness and pain. 65% of the 49 subjects had both dizziness and pain. The second study sampled seniors (mean age 75) from a fitness center and assessed them for vestibular or balance problems as well as other co-morbidities. 84% of these subjects had a vestibular deficit on testing and 40% also had a cardiovascular co-morbidity, 12% musculoskeletal and 63% reported some other medical problem. Of the 49 subjects, 42% experienced a fall with 1 year of the study start. The authors suggest that examining/addressing vestibular deficits in aging adults is important as well examining for other medical conditions. (1)

The next article further examined the inter-relationship between dizziness and pain. 49 patients referred to a vestibular treatment unit and 62 patients referred to an outpatient psychiatric clinic completed the Dizziness Handicap Inventory. Patients who experienced dizziness had significantly more pain, most commonly located in the head, neck/shoulders and feet. Those with pain also score higher on the
emotional component of the DHI. The authors concluded that patients which dizziness or imbalance frequently present with pain which should be examined and treated. (2)

The final study examined the presence of migraine symptoms in patients with Persistent Postural Perceptual Dizziness (PPPD). 19 of 36 total subjects with PPPD were found to have met criteria for migraine headache while 6 met criteria for vestibular migraine. The authors concluded that a majority of patients with PPPD meet criteria for migraine headache which suggests a connection between the two conditions. (3)


Summary of May Topic: Technology in Vestibular Rehabilitation

Summary of June Topic: Peripheral Vestibular Dysfunctions and Functional Outcome Measures

The June topic for abstract of the week was Peripheral Vestibular Dysfunctions and Functional Outcome Measures. The first article looked to examine walking and turning performance during the TUG test in patients with vestibular deafferentation compared to those without and examine to see if the data improved in patients with vestibular deafferentation following vestibular physical therapy. 26 patients with reports of dizziness not from a vestibular origin and 12 healthy controls were recruited and asked to complete the TUG as fast and safely as possible. Results showed that the turning performance in patients with vestibular deafferentation before therapy was significantly more impaired than the healthy controls. After therapy, turning performance was significantly improved and was normalized as compared to the healthy controls. With the positive results, this shows that the TUG can be used to quantify the change in turning performance in patients with vestibular deafferentation after physical therapy. (1)
The next article looked to examine the relationship between the ABC scale and Dizziness Handicap Inventory with balance performance and fall status in patients with peripheral vestibular disorders. This was a retrospective study done in an outpatient balance clinic with 97 patients with dizziness or imbalance symptoms. Results showed that patients with a low-level confidence in their balance and a severe score on the DHI had poorer balance and were more likely to experience multiple falls. The two measures showed strong validity with ABC showing better concurrent validity with balance and DHI better with fall history. (2)

The next article looked at the measures of Functional Gait Assessment and quality of life measurements in patients before and after vestibular schwannoma resection and to assess how initial Functional Gait Assessment can predict post-op quality of life. The article took patients older than 18 who underwent the resection where Functional Gait Assessment was administered a week before and after surgery, and the quality of life measure was administered preoperatively and 3 months post-op. Results showed with a statistically significant p-value that pre-op FGA correlated with post-op quality of life measure, but post-op FGA scores did not correlate with post-op quality of life measures. From here, it was determined that although FGA and QOL data showed correlation in the preoperative setting; this was not found postoperatively. More research is needed to determine contributions to post-op quality of life. (3)

The last article looked to examine the different processes that could be used to quantify functional deficits and track improvement in balance following vestibular loss. The 3 processes included: partial peripheral recovery of sensory responses eliciting canal or otolith driven vestibular reflexes, central compensation of vestibular reflex gains, and sensory substitution of visual and proprioceptive inputs for vestibular contributions to balance control. Results showed otolith responses were unaffected, but decreases in all canal driven vestibular ocular reflex gains were observed. Balance control was normal, but VOR gains remained low. This shows how difficult it is to predict balance improvements this way compared to the need to emphasize testing balance control directly to determine true improvements. (4)
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Summary of July Topic: Motor Learning and the Vestibular System

The July topic featured articles co-authored by Dr Michael Schubert, PT, PhD. The first article looked at incremental training of VOR. There were 5 protocols, each performed in 1 single session by 11 patients. Here were the 5 protocols:

1. Unilateral incremental VOR adaptation for 15 min with head impulses equally to each side. The head impulse training ratio was increased on the adapting side by 2:1 for 15 min. All impulses were toward the adapting side for 7.5 min. All impulses toward the adapting side for 15 min. All impulses were toward the adapting size and duration of the visual target exposure was doubled. Active and passive VOR were measured before and after each protocol. The results showed that the amount of training time and visual target exposure affected the amount of gain adaptation achieved suggesting that quality and duration of the performance is more important than number of repetitions. (1)

The next article looked at the role of convergence on the VOR gain adaptation. 22 subjects with unilateral hypofunction performed VOR adaptation exercises at a distance of 15cm and 150cm. Results were compared to 12 health subjects. Distance did not affect the amount of gain adaptation. However, it was found that retinal slip was increased at near distances with rotation toward the side of the lesion as compared to far viewing. In addition, the VOR gain adaptation was increased contralateral to the lesion in the near viewing compared to far viewing. This suggests that adaptation for near viewing may warrant increased ipsilateral exercises since retinal slip is increased with near viewing. (2)

The final article sought to examine the effects of incremental VOR training in subjects with chronic peripheral vestibular hypofunction. This was a double blinded randomized controlled study with 24 subjects with vestibular hypofunction, 13 intervention group and 11 in the control group. The control group performed viewing x1 and the intervention group performed incremental VOR exercises daily for 15 minutes for 4 sessions within a 7 day time frame. VOR was measured with video-oculography. Other measures were compensatory saccades, DVA, static balance, gait and subject symptoms. The intervention group gain increased and the control group did not. The control group had decreased compensatory saccade latency. Both groups had improved DVA. The incremental group also had improvements in some dynamic gait index scores and DHI scores. The authors suggest that incremental VOR training has better training effects compared to x1 viewing. (3)
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Summary of August Topic: Motor Learning and the Vestibular System

The August topic for abstract of the week was Motor Learning and the Vestibular System. The first article looked to examine how dizzy symptoms interfere with locomotor learning. 20 patients with vestibular neuritis in the chronic phase and 15 patients with Meniere’s disease were compared to 15 healthy individuals by measuring locomotor adaptive learning using the “broken escalator” effect. Results showed that the size of the locomotor aftereffect was related to how symptomatic patients were, but the degree of vestibular loss was not related with symptom load or locomotor aftereffect size. From this, it was found that dizziness symptoms influence locomotor adaptation. (1)

The next article looked to examine the influence of dance training on the VOR suppression during passive head impulses. VOR and VOR suppression were assessed in 12 controls and 12 dancers. The results showed that dancers showed a significantly reduced VOR gain in comparison to controls especially with dancers who had been dancing for more than 10 years. This shows that dance training improves VOR suppression and modulates VOR suppression abilities. (2)

The next article looked at the relationship between separate and distinct brain regions and in vivo networks to reveal the metabolic connectome in a rat. Results showed that there were changes in the metabolic brain connectivity. There was an increase in connectivity that occurred within brain regions that were associated with brainstem-cerebellar and vestibular networks. It was shown that quick changes were found in network organization which can show an initial functional substitution of vestibular loss which then show recalibration and reorganization of sensorimotor networks during VC. (3)

The last article looked to examine the brain’s changes in response to learning a balance task with their eyes open versus eyes closed. The eyes open group performed better with this task specific test suggesting that brain changes in response to learning a task differ depending on the learning success and availability of visual input and not just independently on the time spent on learning. (4)
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